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Facilitating Rapid Evolution

The power industry is in a state of transformation. Realistic, open-
access models and data repositories can:

• Provide transparency about industry systems and ‘publicize’ problems and 
potential solutions

• Tie novel solutions to the concrete challenges of grid operations

• Create a public focus point, a proving ground and a forum for solution providers

• A critical balance: Novel but applicable  Aiding an industry transformation by 
providing access to a ‘playground’ and focusing solution efforts to support true 
evolution

GRID DATA can offer both indirect and direct benefits for the full 
set of stakeholders in the industry:

• Common playground researchers, solution providers and operators?

• Potential to help shape policy
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The Importance of Being Agile: Keeping Pace 

with Industry Changes

Examples: 

• Infusion of data, automation and sensors across the grid 

• Data offerings continuing to grow

• Aggregation and telemetry approaches not yet standardized

• Increased data points for calibration and operations – e.g., syncrophasor, more 
customer data points, wind and solar data and forecasts, etc.

• Layers of scale

• Distribution and transmission interactions are likely to evolve 

• …

 Technology and policy shape grid systems

• Flexible architecture for continuous development will allow GRID DATA models 
and data repositories to remain relevant (and inform policy without pre-supposing 
a single solution)
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Accounting for Upcoming Challenges

Compressed solve time requirements

• Relevant if mimicking real operations vs. evaluating initial concepts

• due to requirement to reduce solving time

• due to asking for more from the algorithm  (more constraints / variables)

Staying ahead of changing model needs in the industry 

• large-scale optimization problems

• model dispatch of newer technologies like DR/DER and ES 

• incorporate uncertainty in wind and load forecasts

• stay ahead of other likely upcoming issues e.g., layers of scale

Modular build and flexible architecture 

• to address the dynamic nature of the industry
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Accounting for Standard Challenges

Limited Solving Time

• E.g., Day-ahead MIP time limit = 1200s

Large number of variables and constraints

• E.g., without transmission constraints, MISO DA can solve in ~100s

Solution Accuracy

• E.g., DA MIP relative gap ≤ 0.1%

AC vs DC Power Flow and Transmission Constraints

• Operational tools to workaround the difference between AC and DC

• AC OPF is a long way to go

Virtuals

• Addressing virtuals vs. actuals

• Large number of increasing continuous virtual variables
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Use Cases to Illustrate Challenges & Transformations 

– Unit Commitment

• From ‘basic’ integration to optimized or constraint-recognized dispatch per unit. 
E.g., energy storage, demand response, natural gas, combined cycle

Market-based or reliability-based resource constraints

• Reserving room for volatility and uncertainty: From fast ramp to … ? what else is 
possible (e.g., incorporating stochastics)? Or more granular intervals (15 min vs 
hourly)? Longer study window (multi-day vs 36-h)?

Incorporating Uncertainty  

• Volt/VAR management

• Voltage and local reliability commitment

Further incorporating system Reliability Constraints: 

• Combined optimization for unit scheduling? 

Market-to-market coordination



MISO Recent Experience 

Early 2014:

Experienced DA 
performance 
challenges with 
footprint expansion 
and sever weather

2015: FERC Order 809 
to reduce DA clearing 
time

• MISO committed to 
reduce DA clearing 
time from 4h to 3h 
DA 11/2016

Other projects on the 
roadmap that will increase 
performance challenges:

• Configuration based 
combined cycle modeling

• Virtual spread product

• Multi-day financial 
commitment
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MISO Recent Experience (Cont.)

Path to solve the problem

• Collaboration with vendors to improve software efficiency (GE/IBM/Gurobi)

• Development of new unit commitment formulation and solution approaches 

• Target on real world problem characteristics that are lacking on academic 
studies

• Seeking collaboration opportunities with research entities

• High Performance Power-grid Optimization (HIPPO) for Flexible and Reliable 
Resource Commitment Against Uncertainties under ARPA-E OPEN (starting 
in 2016)

• Collaboration with University of Connecticut (started in Fall 2015)

Long  process to get the problem to external researchers

• Get smart people working on the right problem
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Additional Considerations

Oriented model to capture the real world challenges

• Only a very small percentage of SCUC cases have performance challenges: Make sure the 
synthetic model can capture the challenges

• AC OPF not widely used: How to create meaningful model?

Synthesize model results to capture market dynamics and root cause 
factors

• e.g., How does performance in one market affect the other? What are the causes of price 
behavior? 

Accounting for operator use 

• Noting difference between mathematical dispatch and practical need to manage the system 
with imperfect information and mathematic model



About MISO
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MISO R&D

MISO established an R&D unit within Market Services in 2016

• Jessica Harrison is the Director of R&D jkharrison@misoenergy.org

Ongoing RD&D is seeking to: 

• Integrate emerging technologies and prepare for portfolio evolution

• Improve DA and RT processes from market clearing software perspective

• Increased efficiency of existing approach

• Explore opportunity for ‘re-design’ with parallelization (OPEN-HIPPO)

We are available to provide advice on GRID DATA initiatives and  
other research activities 

mailto:jkharrison@misoenergy.org

